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SOME WORDS YOU
NEED TO KNOW

A step is
the

movement
of just one
leg (it could
be any leg)

A stride is
the

movement
of all 4 legs
in any gait

The pony's gait is the pattern of his
leg movement. This could be walk,

trot or canter

The footfall
sequence is
the order in

which the pony
moves his legs

and feet.
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WALK

The walk is a slow, four beat gait. Each foot takes off from and strikes
the ground independently to the other three feet. The sequence of

hoof beats are: right fore, left hind, left fore, right hind.
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TROT

Trot is a two-beat diagonal gait of the horse where the
diagonal pairs of legs move forward at the same time with

a moment of suspension between each beat.
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The canter is a controlled, three-beat gait.  The rider can count, 'one-
two-three, one-two-three, one-two three'.

CANTER
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The gallop is very much like the canter, except that it is faster, more
ground-covering, and the three-beat canter changes to a four-beat

gait. It is the fastest gait of the horse

GALLOP



Have a look at the gaits
in slow motion

Have a look at this YouTube clip - it is
a great explanation of the horse's

footfall in walk, trot, canter and back
up.  Its called "Horse Gaits - Footfall:

Emphasis on the Diagonal"
https://youtu.be/t4zdTn02PWQ



How many beats does
the walk have?
 
 
How many beats does
the trot have?
 
 
How many beats does
the canter have?
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 Recap
time

 
Write

down your
answers
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COLOUR IN THESE
GALLOPING HORSES



Rhythm

Rhythm refers to the
number of beats in a

horse's gait. So for
example, a walk is a 4
beat gait, a trot is a 2

beat gait.

The tempo is how quickly
the horse is moving his
legs (the speed of the

rhythm).  E.g. a horse that
is trotting (the rhythm)
may be moving his legs

quickly or slowly (the
tempo).

GET CLEAR ABOUT THE DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN RHYTHM AND TEMP0

Tempo
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GAITED

HORSES

Some horses have

additional gaits as well

as walk, trot, canter

and gallop.  These are

called gaited horses
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I hope you have enjoyed this workbook. I am not charging
anything for this but  

I would really appreciate it if you could make a donation to
Southampton Hospital Charity during the Coronavirus

outbreak at this link:
https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/tilefieldequestrian?

newPage=True  
to support some groundbreaking work they are doing into

PPE equipment.
Thank you from Amanda Barton!

 
You are welcome to use workbook for your children but

please don't use it commercially.   

This is a great video to show you the
Icelandic horse's "extra" gaits of tolt and

pace
https://youtu.be/RV9P0w8vZi8


